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In this paper the view is presented that the use of typology and
seriation is not able "to produce totally distortion free inforn:ation when
tested at an historical site. 1I (1)

I do not think that the seriation

technique has been thought to be totally distortion free on any type of site,
Indian or historical.

The fact that the seriation technique is not totally

distortion free, however, has not prevented impressive results being obtained
by use of this technique in Indian site surveys. (2)

As to its use on

historical sites, it is p)ssible tha.t under certain circumstances, carefully
r·

I

controlled data

·coul~

produce information of value on historical sites, though

I lmow of no specific instances where this has been tried with sufficiently
controlled data. C3)
Dollar's Reply: (1) Misstated and quoted out of context. This misinterpretation can be corrected by a careful reading of Thesis #2 especially the first paragraph. I quote from a portion of this:
II. •• seriation processes•••have not as yet been proven to ]PrOduce totally
non-distorted historical data and therefore must not be used in the
construction of historical hyp:>theses••• 11
There follows one qualification to the above quoted statement. Note
that typological processes are .!lQ! included within the framel«'lrk of the
sentence. For purposes of clarification in this Reply, I have underlined
what I consider to be the key to the unierstanding of the quoted statement
(i.e. the word "provenlt ) .
(2) How can such results on any site be I impressive r
if they cannot be verified"l
(3) stan looks at the literature of the profession in a
almewhat different light than I. In my opinion" a. list of such lIinstances"
would be quite long, i f not too impressive.
LSouth I s Rejoinder: The fulcrum point of difference her~
lies in our definition of the mrd useriation"; I see this as a tool usetul _
Within narrowly qualifying criteria; Clyde 's is apparently a much broader use_
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I would not like to see a blanket rejection of the seriation technique
as applicable to historic sites until it had definitely been proved invalid
thrOUgh trial. (4) Throughout this paper I get the feeling that the word
"seriation" is used to apply to attempts to arrive at temporal date from

L

typological patterns without the limiting criteria for use of the seriation
studies that must be applied to produce valid data from the technique. (5)
In fact, the buttons from Fort Smith were said to have been "typed and

analyzed serially in several different ways, and the results of this
seriation showed pronounced and unmistakable evidence sufficient to suggest
that the greatest inhabitation concentration at this site occurred three
years prior to the fort I s having been built!"

This statement clearly points

to a misuse of the seriation technique, since the technique is designed to

l

.~.

be used with data distributed over a number of sites under specifically

qualified conditions (such as a site survey within a river basin). (6)
Significantly the definition of "seriation" as presented in this paper omits
reference to the fact that seriation data is areal in nature. (7) Another
point to be made here would be that using the seriation technique in a valid
manner (i.e. utilizing the limiting criteria of its design), and coming
Dollar's Reply: (4) The work with the buttons of the First Fort
Smith produced information that was obviously invalid when compared to the
lmown documented history of the site (see my reply to Moore, section No.8).
While this does not constitute grounds for a "blanket rejection" of all
seriation-techniques at historical sites (nor do I advocate as such), the
situation does raise the question of the validity of results obtained by
such means at other sites. It also suggests that the proof of the validity
of results derived statistically lies with the researcher and must not be
considered an inherent characteristic of the technique being used.
(5) Both I typology' and Iseriationl-as I have used these terms
in the "Thoughts" paper-are defined within the text of that paper. Any
criticism of these terms, therefore, should be based on their definition,
not just on a I feeling. I
(6) The seriation techniques were not I misused I at the First
Fort Site--not even qy the criteria contained in the second part of
Stan I s sentence.
(7) The areal nature of the seriation technique is inherent
and therefore not necessarily in seed of specific definition.
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within three years of the known date" would be quite acceptable for the
Of oourse one w.:>uld not use such a technique designed to

technique. (8)

arrive at broad generalitie s for the determination of speciric historic dates.
The implication in this paper is that such mis-use of the seriation technique

b

has been extensively used by historical archaeologists. (9)

Impressive

percentage relationship studies have been made with historical s1te materials"
hCtwever" and valuable data recovered; tmse should not be referred to as
"seri<ltion" stUdies. (10)
Toore are a number of p:>ints nade in this paper with l'bich I l«".·uld
certainly agree.

The duo-disciplinary (or multi-discipli.nary) nature of

historical archaeology; archaeological data as a statistical sample of a
statistical sample; the subjective nature of the data recovered; the greater
significa.nce of the variant through mre intense enccnmters with individuals
as a characteristic of historical sites; the concern with specifics in
historical archneology, resulting in a decrease in reliance on some tools
designed to produce generalized data; the greater reliance on written
references for

s~cific

temporal determinntic)n of sites and arti.£acts; the

imp:>rtance of horizontal position of artifnct types on historical sites as
significant in interpretive value, a.re all PJints obvious to the historical

,..,
I

Dollnr's Reply: (8) This statement by Stan is based on a misreading
of ~ text. The error at the First Fort Smith wa.s in .fact a bit mre than
seventy (70) years" and for a site only 140 years old" this plus/minus
factor is quite considerable indeed!
(9) Prudence prevents me from attaching a bibliography of such uses of seriation•
. (10) Percentage relationship studies are indeed included in D\V definition of 'seriation', and I again raise the question of
just how "impressive" can such results be when they co.mot be (or have not
been) proven to be totally distortion free.
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This paper points out the generalizing nature of archaeological.
techniques as used by anthropologically trained individuals, and emphasizes
that these techniques alone will not produce the specific data desired in

L

the interpretation of historical sites.

This is true, nowever, any

archaeologist whatever his background, w:>uld surely utilize the specific
historical data available to him in his interpretation of his archaeological
materials, without a total reliance on the generaliZing data accumulation
techniques. (12)

The critics of the anthropologically trained archaeologist

frequently speak as though such archaeologists totally ignore specific
historical data at their connnand, when to do so would, indeed" be the
extremely short-sighted approach to historical sites.

Such ignoring of

specific historical data in total reliance on generalizing data collecting
techniques, should indeed, be criticized" but how many historical archaeologists act in such a totally insular nanner?

'l'his is not a matter of either/

or; the point is, where the generalizing techniques functionally serve in
the absence of historic references, then they can very \'ell produce useful
data; where historic

references are available as to the site and the

artifacts" then of course, these become a pr:iJnary tool for temporal
Dollar's Reply: (ll) I am glad that Stan recognizes these points
as obvious; however, even the briefest glance at some of the other critiques
contained in this dialogue should be sufficient proof that such points are
by no means universally recognized as 'obvious'.
(12) I only wish that Stan's statement were true!

Again" prudence •••
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placement of the site and the llrtifacts. (13)
is

0.

39

The element of cononon sense

significant one in the excavation of historical sites; where history

serves, use it; where a more generalized tool is called for, use it; where
historical references pinpoint the artifact utilize this information; where

L

references are absent utilize provanience, context, stratigraphy, horizontal
position and any other technique that has proved or may prove to be a valid'
approach in the recovery and understanding of the data. (14)
It does not seem wise, therefore" to reject categorically the generalizing techniques to the extreme reliance on history, for too often historical
documents do not answer the kinds of questions we are asking on historicaJ.
sites" or they are absent entirely. (15)

In such cases archaeology must

be called u}X)n to supply both the general and whatever specilic interpretaticns,
(

L
rI

Dollar's Reply: (13) I agree. Unfortunately, the danger all too
frequently encountered (and not rocognized) is that the generalized
information too easily bCCCJ)'l1PS the basis for hypotheses r~v"lving around
historical explicitless. This is one reason why I wrote the IIThoughts li
p:lper.
(14) I am torn between answering with a resounding
NO! or a qualified yes. I have the initial impression that Stan is advocating
a policy of report writing wherein the end product justifies the means of
obtaining it, and yet, I lmow stan 1 s work to be above this approach. Rather
than go into a det..'\iled discussion of Stan's statement, I will instead make
one of my own: use any method possible to obtain infonnation about an
historical site and. its occupants - but use this data very carefu.lly and very
explicitely. In other words, i f this data. can be measurad against the
standards of accuracy for use as historical data then use it as such. If it
cannot" then explicitely roy so.

(15) The first part of this sentence is an overstatement; the secc,nd part is only too painfully true.
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that oome from the site.

I am thinking specifically of John Goggin IS

*

study on the S}nnish Olive JarJ and similar studies that use both the
generalizing tE:chniques
kno'''ledge

':If

or

anthrop:,logica1. archaeology and the specific

history to recover

~ data of value in the study of the evolution

of ceramic forme over a J2riod of three centurie s during the historic
period.

Goggin's study is an excellent example of the anthro}X>logica1

combined with the histeJrical approach to archaeological data of the historic
period" and although refinement of his interpretation will continue to take
place as more information becomes available, his ~rk stnnds as a valid
monument ot the study of mD.terial culture.

I cannot see that the approach

used by Goggin is invalid for use on historical sites berouse of its
anthropological orientation! (16)

In thesis #1 the large number

(If

nail ma.nufacturing factories and

ceramic factories of the early nineteenth century are seen as producing a
confusing picture.

For someone not

f~"\r

with the means of handling

large numbers of artifact forms from archaeolr,gioal contexts in order to
derive the generalized data therefrom" this might indeed present a oonfusing
picture.

If Indian site archaeologists treated eacl1 pot as his working unit,

* John Goggin.. liThe Spanish Oliver Jar, An Introductory studyll" Yale
University (1960).
(16)
Dollar's Reply: I am not familiar with Goggin I S treatise on Spsnish
Olive Jars and will therefore reserve oomnent on it until I have read the
l«:>rk. However excellent it might be as an ltanthropological. combined with
the historical approach to a.rcm~logical. dAta.." it might still be an
exercise in futility when it comes to using this data for speGific dating
problems fO'lmd on hi~rical sites. The historian, as well as the
a.nthropologist, recognizes both the existence and imJ)C'rtQ.t'lce of broad
generalized trends in nnterioJ. (and other) culture. It is when these two
specia.list descend from the general to the specific planes and begin applying
their knowledge to specific pre:blems (of dating or whnt have you) that the
credibility gap between what each will a.ccept as evidence begins to show most.
We dare not - at this stage in our historical archaeology research - use
locomotive tools to take 3part a watch!
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they too, wC'uld be faced with a phenomenon difficult to M.ndJ.e and interpret 0
Although each of his pots may have been made by a different Indian" he
treats them as types and forms nnd in this mamer derives valid data as to
their evolution. (17)

L

The products of a large number of factories in

England between 1820 and 1850 would be sjmilar enough so that statements as

to the evolution of the ceramic type s and fo rms being made by them could be

moo.

(18)

It the historie da:ta indicate that a particular' variation

as determined by a specific· JIDde was manufactured ·by a certa.in factory"
then the· archaeologist '\iO-uld 'surely use this iiU'ormo.tion.

If this information

is not knolm by h.iJn. however, he still can derive certain clues of .'
significant value as to the.temporal p:>sition.·.of the site and the artifacts
through

Do

study of ·the evcllution ot forms through time. (19)

True, this

would not aUow him to pinpJint. the site'to within three yearo of its

l.

..date of occuxntion, but would. allow him to arrive. at a. generalized period

,r

involved. (20)

It is obvious that to ignore the historically lmown ·data

'lBdch w=tul.d allow sprcifie dating of a site through artifacts for the sake·
of generalized technique s would be a miSJtake. , Dollar' s Reply: (17) While this oounda; gClod, and is a basic tenet of'
. prehistoric archaeology.J it ha s .never been proven in an historical usage
sense.
. (18) Evolution in English c~ramics nade between 1820
and 1850 i8 de~eotable only on such a broad and generulized scale as to be
unrelinble (I om tempted.to· say worthless) for any dating of historic site
artifacts (other" of course, than to Uthe 19th centuryu). I am writing
-these words in July of 1968; .it is my hope that additional research into the
field of such ceramics will bring aoout detectable and UMble tempora1
characteristics. Unti1 such time as this 'WOrk can be done - with enough
historical accuracy ~ be historicaJ.l;Y usable - I cannot oonsider ceramics
as reliable specific dating too1s.
(19) I ask Stan for proof of this statement.
(20) What happens when the information thus derived
~ be accuro:\e to within three years if it is to be usable at an historic
site?
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In The sis #2, typology is said to be

Ita grouping of artifacts based

on simi Jar or like observable physical characteristics, IJ with historical
tvalidity' not being a consideration.

In the creation of the artifact type

historical validity is not a consideration, but in the concept is the

L

assumption that there must be some valid corre13.tion between archaeological
types and these

crE:~ted

by the manufacturers of the objects; and that types

represent only an archaeologist I s selection from a continuum. (21)

Therefore,

mottled-g:La.zed creamwore ca.n be seen to fit the continuum from the 1760 I s
througlI the 1770's as far as its appearance in matrix is concerned.

It will

not be found on sites of the 1740.s or likely seen on sites of the 1790 1 s,
not fitting the continuum in quantity other thD.n at a plrticular temporal
range. (22)

Historical evidence, of course, is utilized along with the

archaeclogicoJ. data to establish this fact" prc·viding the unique chaJ.lenge

I.

of historical archaeology; the correlation between historical data and

r~

archaeological data to produce information of feed-back value in the

I

excavation of other sites, and in the interpretation of the site 3J1d material
being studied.
Dollar 1S Reply: (21 ) I would want a definition of the terms Ilvalid
correlation" before I \\'Ould accept this statement at r~ce value. ~ere
is a correlntion, of 0) urse" but not of the same type, or perhaps even
intensity" as that assumed as a correlc"ltion between prehistoric artifacts
nnd prehistctric rn;mufacturers. Here is an areo in need of further
exploration.
(22) While Stan is no doubt refering to an hypothetical situation" I would nevertheless still express doubts as to the universality of such a. situatic)n.
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The sis #4 state s that lithe finding of a certain type of style of artifact
at an historical site is ~ valid historical proof tm t that certain type
or style of artifact t s dates of mn.nufacture have any relationship to the
site in question. 1I
i

L

it

IlX)

It seems tel me that if an artifact is found on a site

at definitely has a cormection to the si. te in relation to its date of

manufacture. (2.3)

It may be a bottle cap, a hub-eap, a mass of nineteenth

centtlry artifacts, or a single fragtrent of mottled-glazed crenmware" but
its date of manufacture does have a 'relationship to the site in question.
All such artifacts ha.ve a. relationship to the site, whether drcJpped by an
Indian, a colonist, a Civil War sc,ldier, or by the archn.eolC'gist.
it get on the site?

How did

Why was it in a particular provenience? Was its

presence tlB result of individual" or group activity?

Was it out of context

relative to its date of manufacture, and the dates of manufacture of the
objects found asS'.)ciated with it?
r •

The se and other questions l«:>u1d tend

to indicate thnt any object found on a site is in a definite relation to
that site.

Such 3.n archaeological context in relation to the site is not,

of oourse" IIhist.C\ricml proof u ; but are archaeologists required to submit
to the fact of "historical proof" to interpret an artifact r s significo.nce
in relation to th e site on which it is 1'0 und?

L

r

Of course he utilize s such

Dolln.r r s Reply: (23) I am n..",t t:illd.ng abc·ut a. specific artifact's
dates of manufacture as having n0relntion to the site (of course it cb es! ).
If Stan \'¥luld read a bit more carefully too phra se which he has quoted
from the IThoUShts" pnper" he would discx,ver that I am talking about dates
of manufacture of a ~ or style of an artifact htlving no relationship
to the site a.t which a specific artifact of that type or style ha s been
found. In other mrds (using o.n hypothetical case with nwthical
designations and dates). Ceramic Type XYZ was manufactured from 1782-1896;
does the finding of a piece (or pieces) of Ceramic Type XYZ a.t a site date
th~t site tel the period of l782-1896? I think not, and before anybody makes
the rejoinder that such a proposition is self-evidently incorrect, I would
advise tlmt the litern.ture of the profession be skanncd to see how nnny
times this error has already been oommitted!
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proof i f it can be found in historical references, but SlC'uld we require
that archaeological data furnish "historical proofll ? (24)
Thesis

#5

describes lIproveni<;nce u as a period of time" My understanding

of provenience is that it refers te, the origin or source of a particular

L

artifact or grc~up of artifacts within the matrix of ·the site (25)

The

prc,venience relationships might represent temporal relationships" but not
nece ssarily S); the determination of temporal data relative to artifact
proveniences seems to me to be an imp::>rtant aspect of interpretation of
an historical site, and to re-define provenience as lIa J:eriod of time
during which any significant cultural expression can be discerned"" would
seem to be clOUding the issue.

Obvic1usly, a site that was occupied until

the time the archaeolcigist began his work would have a long span of cultural
materials accumulated on it.
to that entire tinE span?

But

Eh~)u1d

we re-define prc,venience to refer

The use of careful methodology

designed not only

to fix the position of artifacts in their vertical pc,sition, but to fix
them within their matrix or horiZ0ntal provenience, can provide data for
the Beplration of these objects in time and space.

It is on this p)int that

some archneolt:"\gists booc,me bogged down in the excavation and interpretation
of

dat~

frc:lI:l historic sites.

They become involved with the pinpcdnting of

an object within one inch of its vertical and horizc,ntal position in the
plowed

~il

or a mixed soil zone, which may pn)ve impressive to student-s

as a denr,nstration" but can seldom be demonstrated to have significance
Dollar's Reply:

(24) Yes!
(25) The 'W:lrd uprovenience ll can also be used to

refer to an event" or a chain of events" that occur~ed at a site in
relation te· the total historical 'temporal matrix' (if you will) of the site.
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conunensurate with the effort put into such pedc.ntic exercises relative

to the interpreta.tion of an historic site. It is the artifact types in
matrix within

D.

dated ruin level that are of significance, not only for the

ruin being excavated", but for comparison with artifact complexes from ruins

excavated at a later time.

I

L

It is this process "With which the archaeologist;

on historic sites concerns himself as far as his methodology is ooncerned.
The process is not the goal, but merely a reans whereby the understanding
of archaeological remains is more successfully accomplished toward the end
of interpretation of the broader' events am processes of histo ry and culture
relating to the site, thereby increasing our knowledge.
The concern with changing forms in time and space through archaeological
methods woven with the specific information of history, is a major challenge
to historical archaeology at this particular time.

Through the recovery

I
J

I..

of artifacts in matrix within dated sites we have oontextual relationships
between artifact types representing a span of time, the boundaries of which
can be relatively assigned through comparative archaeology and historical

re search. (26)
When enough controlled site excavations with closed dates have been
studied, and the data therefrom fed into the general pool of knowledge of
those active in the field of historical archaeology, tre fixing of occupation

,
t-

dates of historical ruins can be JIDre easily accomplished through archaeolo£:,"/
than is IX>ssible in these dawning days of historical archaeology.

In years

to come" through this approach to historic site artifacts; this combination
Dollar's Reply: (26) The data t.hus derived will be date of
deposition data" and not necessa.rily eitm r date of manufacturing or use
period data.
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of archaeological 1r:ith historical data; archaeologists will be able to
utilize glass beads to fix the date of a site, tmy will. be able to narrow
the temporal range for ceramic groupings in context l1X>re accurately than we
are now able to do, they will utilize bottles, glass seals, buttons,

L

kaolin pipes, and other objects more effectively than is now the case; and
this infonnation will come through this process of comb:i.n.i.Dg archaeological
and historical methods toward a fixing of artifact forms in time and

spac~~)

Thesis #6 states that lilt seems to be an almost universal characteristic
of historical site s that too artifact assemblage is a thorough mixture of

(28)

historical and alter period artifacts. 1I

Part C'f the challenge of a

particular historical site is the discovery of depth deposits where layering
haa occurred through de}X'sition on that site.

Of oourse when the site is

shallow throughout, such as short occupation nineteenth century fort sites
might be, then attempts IIby the researcher to make use of the depth of

fl

artifacts in order to arrive at relative
utter chaos. 1I

~"\ting

usually dissolves into

Who \«>uld try te· stratigraphically study a shallow mixed

nineteenth century strotUti?

Generalizations based on experience with such

shallow sites as to the value of stratigraphy on historic sites generally
wL'Hlrl AAPJn

to be a mistake, for many historic sites yield stratigraphy

supel·jJOsition,

~t.h

~

of considerable value in the interpretation of the site

Dollar 1 s Reply: (Zl) I agree, and can only lC'0k forward with expectatior.
to that day! Right now, however, we are faced with the possibility of too
many premAt'n-e C(·.rv~'.11Rions being jumped to (!) and this info:rnation then
being used as plort of the basic informatic,n for any 1feed back 1 which in
turn will then be used to fix artifact foms "in time and space It •
.
..
(28) The question to be considered here is not why
should t.hJ..s nnx] ng not. O~Cl1r but. rathAr did it, ('\ccur.

-

-
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and the temporal. relationship of the artifacts f0und within it. (29)

#7

Thesis

revolves on the word "specific ll " ond makes the point that

archaeological sites do not produce specific historic dates for the occupation

L

of the site.

Since the pivot of understanding for this statement hinges

on "specific

dates for a. site," then the truth of this statement is obvious,

since it is seldom that archaeology can be called uIDn te) independently pinp:>int cOlilnder dates for a site. Who expects archaeology to independently
supply specific historical date's? (30)
Thesis #8 emphasizes the reconstructive aspect (If historical archaeology,
and I assume by this that interpretive reconstruction through drawings,
sketches, etc. would be within this definition.

I seriously dr,ubt, however,

whether many archaeologists would be able to construct drawings that would
be acceptable by an architect who was charged in restoration of an historic

structure.

His work w:>uld surely be utilized by the restorn.tion architect,

but restoration architecture is such a specialized area it would appear
unwise for the archaeologist to attempt to nake literal reconstruction
drawings felr the architect.

This the sis also states that in this reconstruct-

ive aspect the historical archaeologist takes on a far weightier res}X>nsi-

,,

i .,-,"

"Dullarl's"Rep!y:"" (29) The study of shallow' and "mixed nineteenth century
sites, contrary to stan's opinion, is an excellent testing ground forth'e
generalizati(l~ represented in Thesis 16. Consider this proposition': 'if
nineteenth century, when excavated today (in the twentieth century) appear
to be a·,thorough mixture of "the artifacts, now would these mixed str~
appear i f they '\ere left undisturbed (after deposition) and not excavated
until· the twenty~second: century? ,Now ~pply this answer to seventeenth·
century sites not excavated until the twentieth century.
.
(30) I do J for one, :if the arch9.eological data is to
be used as specific hist~rical data. Obviously, there are times when this
is not possible, but this sitU£\tion does not negate Thesis #7. For a
discussion of JItY use of the word 11 specific" in the "Thoughts" p!l.perl see
my reply to Jelks" section #6.
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bility than the o.nthrop:>logist who excay:ates a. prehistoric site, implying
therein, I suppose, that there is a greater element of reconstruction
involved in historical archaeology than in Indian site archaeology.
However" reconstruction ~r IndiAn sites throughout the Southeast is being

L

done in the form of dioramas" paintings, models, physical reconstructions"
such

Cl.S

the earthlodge at Ocmulgee Na.tional Monument in Macon, Georgia,

and the ceremonial center at Town Creek Indian Mound State Historic Site
in North Carolina. (Where archaeology for the PurIXlse of interpretive
reconstruction as well as literal reconstruction,

has been going on since

1937). On such projects there is a strong element of reconstruction
involved" and sinoe this type of interpretation is an integral part of the
w:>rk of these anthropologists" we cannot properly claim that in the
i

L

reconstructive element the historical archaeologist has a more encompassing
responsibility.

The reconstructive aspect is a .function of archaeology,

not historical archaeology alone. (31)
DollD.r1s Reply: (31) I agree that a reconstructive aspect is a function of
archaeology, and not historical archa.e("'~logy alone. However" and the Ocmulgee
and Town Creek India.n Mound sites notwithstanding, the percentage (If structured
sites that fall under the heading of historical archaecllogy is vastly greater
thnn those that can be called prehistoric. This situation alone should be
sufficient justification for Thesis #8. As for the discussion in the IIThoughts"
paper of the relatictnship between the archaeological rep:>rt and the architect IS
use (If it, I was describing the ideal conditions (and I specifically sta.ted so
in the IITho~tsll pa.per). Stan lmows, as.I do and mauy others" that these 'ideal t
conditions are JD(,re orten than not le ss than ideal, but this doe s nc,t let us out
from under the responsibility of making the most of what we have to work with.
The restoration architect I s use of the archaeological report will be limited by
at least two factors: 1). the aJlrlunt of architectural d3ta recovered during the
resel!.rch, and 2). the historical o.rchaeologist I s ability to translate his
3rchitecturo.l findings into architectural terms. Thesis #8 was certainly not
me~t to imply that the historical archaeologist must also be an nrchitect
(although this would be a definite asset!) in the sense that he draws the .final
plans for any reconstruction (as for nv own ability in this aspect of recon-'
struction" it would take a great deql of persuasion, perhaps even pushing, to
get me to enter any building for which I alone drew the plAns!). However" be
that .3.S it my, the signi.f'icant point of Thesis #8 is tha.t the historical
o.rchaeologist must be the one to supply the architect with the facts of the
situation (both archaeological a.nd historical) and then the architect adds
enough of the architectural 'unknowns. tel allow the building to safely stand.
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In this plper on theory and method in historical archaeology, archaeology
was seen as a field technique only, As a field technique

~rchaeology

can be

carried out by the anthrop:>logist, the historian" or the classicist" or the

L

interested layman.

Walter Taylor is referring to this when he says:

There are n.l.so competent archaeologists whcl have
had no specialized academic training, even no "higher"
education at all. And the se are often among the me st
ropable. While it is probably true that the nan with
the broade at background of specialized tro.ining will
obto.in the better infornation, yet it is often the
case that the non-academic "field manu with broad·
practical experience and less formal training will
produce the better data.

*

Notice that he qualifies his statement with "broa.d practical experience".
There are a nutiber of examples of this type of craf'tscan who have made
contributions to the field of archaeology.

However, I l«>uld agree also

with Willey and Phillips who said:
Acceptable field work can perhaps be oone in a
theoreticnl vacuum, but integration and
interpretation without theory are inconceivable.~

It is here that even the most experienced field oan with a lack of formal
training will mo at orten fail to obtain the better informD.tion from his data.
I w:>uld disagree, therefore" with the statenent that archaeolcgy is a Itfield

technique emlyn.

I l-Duld. say, perhaps, that archae010gy

is a field technique only.

~

There are field technicians and field technicians"

some can interpret their data effectively and BOme cannot.

* Walter W•

a. field technique

Those with a

Taylor, itA Study of Archaeology-It, At1erican Anthropologist,

Vol. 50, No.3, Part 2, JulY, 1948., p. 44.
'** ~rdon R. Willey and Philip Phillips, Method ~ Theory !!! American
Arcmeology. (Chicago:1958), p.l.
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theoretico.l base underlying their lmowledge of technique are archaeologists
who can interpret their data most effectively; those without theory are
practicing the ritual of archaeology as a field technique.
archaeology thec,ry' must be a fabric with

L

0.

Historical

warp of fOund OOJlDllOn-sense

archaeology woven with the woof of history.
This paper has }X>inted out certain generalized approaches that are not
seen o.s vnlid when o.pplied to historic sites, and has ooncentrated on other
aspects traditiomlly a.ssociated with anthropology.

As ha.s been indicated"

there ere mo.ny points with which I agree, and these have been listed. other
p:>ints" however" have seemed to be over-stated, based on an apparent lack
of understanding of the anthropc,logical theory involved, or on a lack of
experience with a wide variety of sites of the historic period.

The impression

is a.lmost one that exists when an individual not thoroughly fam;] iar with
the Bible attempts to refute the theologians.

This comparison however, could

be said to be invalid in that mat it doe s is to criticize the author of the
paper for not beinB an anthropologist, and this \«)uld be an invalid argument f32)
HO'W8Ver, the author may have been able to more successfully challenge certain
anthropological concepts as applied to historical archaeology i f he were able

to dem:>nstrate

I

D.

greater familiarity with the ooncepts he has undertaken to

criticize. It al8) appea.rs that a wider background and experience with
historical sites Llight have allowed the presentation of more generalized

~

theoretical. statements that w:>uld have appeared stronger in their broader
Dollar I S Reply:

(32) Thank )'ou.
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applicability.

As it stands, however, the paper is an interesting statement

of ideas, many that are basic to historical archaeology, and would be little
disputed by historical archaeologists, regardless of their background;
others however, are as the author has said, "Some Thoughts", and these will

L

stimulate other thoughts from colleagues. (33)
It seems to me that the archaeologi at is concerne d with the recovery
of his data under controlled conditions from the matrix of the site he is
investigating, arranging the data throUgh typology and taxonomy relative
to existing contextual relationships, and detennining their dimensions and
relationships in time and space.

The historical archaeologist utilizes

historical reference sources in this search for clues to the understanding
and interpretation of patterned hum4ln behavior, as well as idiosyncratic
behavior as reflected in the artifacts and other cultural remains of the

r

oonnnunities and individuals he is studying.

The historical archaeologist

is concerned with the process that is history, " a tempc'ral sequence of
unique events, §'niJ with the prc,cess that is evolution, a teaporaJ. eequence
of toms•••. ffiistori/ deals with phenomena as unique events, with reference

to specific time and place; LevC'lution,7 ••• deals with classes of phenomena .
without regard "U' specific time and place.

The one p;lrticularizes, the other

generalizes. II*
Dollar's Reply: (33) How" •••little (these idea~ are) disputed by
historical archa6C'logists, regardless of their background ••• 11 will no doubt
come a s a surprise to stan.
*Leslie A. White, IIKroeber f s ICcnfiGurati0ns of Culture Growth''';)
AL1erican AnthropoloRist, V(,l. 8, No.1, (1946), p. 82.
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As archaeologists, it seems to

De

thn.t we are concerned with the

identificution and interpretation of data. refiecting p:l.tterned hut1aIl
behavior.

As historical archaeologists we utilize historical data, and in so

doing we can often deal with the unique events of history as well as the

generalized cultural patterns. We should not, however, discard all the
tools designed for obtaining generalized data merely because some of these
may not apply when dealing with specific historical sites; nor should we
fail to utilize the wealth of specific historicm.l data that is available
to correlAte with archaeological discoveries.

We should, rather, utilize any

approach that will allow us to add to our lmowledge in the most effective
marmer; through the many faceted discipline of historical archaeology.
The ooncern with artifact types cmd forms as a means to an end is for
the purpo se of a.rriving at interpretatic·ns more accurately reflecting the

I..~'

developnenUll sequence that occurred on the sites we are investigating; and

r'

the pivot of this understanding lies in the determination of contextual

I

relationships in time and space.
Arcmeology as a technique can be practiced by craftsmen from a variety
of backgn.,unds" but the intorpretation
based on a fi.rr.l theoretical base.

(If

the data a:> recovered must be

The fabric of this base J:1Ust be woven

utiliZing those cnncepts and cethods that are found useful in answering the
que stiDns historical archaeologists are asking, regardless of the origin

within a professional discipline of these concepts and methods.

Useful

concepts" methods and tc,ols from Classical archaeolclgy" architecture"
physics, chemistry" biology, zoo 10BY" anthropology and history shC'uld be
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utilized as they are found to prove helpful in our search for knowledge
through historical archa.eology.

Any one approach must not be over-emphasized

at the expense of warping our understanding of our

ar~haeological data in

*

our eXp:Jsitions on method and theory in historical archaeology. (34)

I

I
t

Dollar I S Reply: (34) In the above four paragra.phs, Stan has written an
excellent statement on historical archaeology, and his th("lughts are
deserving of m.uch serious study. In my opinion, stanley South, in his
Critique of the "Thoughts" paper, has added considerable depth to the
professional discussions on the subject of theory and method in historical
nrchaeoiLogy,. and uur.. entire profe'ssion should be indebted to him for his
interest, energy, and time expended in getting the se discussions underway.

* In order

to avoid being influenced by the other critiques this paper
was written in December 1967, with the final draft completed January 15, 1968,
and submitted te, Clyde for rejoinder before any other critiques were received
by the Forum chairman.

